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DARK SECRETS
By William Shick
Deep within the Thornwood, 608 AR
Grizbile starred intently through the scope of his rifle, focusing his enhanced vision on the chest of the Winter Guard driving a
heavily laden supply cart. The Khadorans had been sending supplies through this area frequently in the past several months,
but recently the activity had reached a fevered pitch, and now supply caravans were showing up almost daily. Grizbile couldn’t
remember when Jarl’s storehouses had been so full. It was about time something had finally gone in their favor.

The pyg bushwhacker took a few deep breaths before exhaling
slowly, feeling all his muscle and sinew become utterly still as
his finger drew back the trigger of his rifle. There was a loud
crack and Grizbile felt the familiar buck of the rifle butt against
his shoulder. He nodded in satisfaction as he saw his target
go stiff and a crimson blossom of blood stain the brighter red
of his chest armor. Several more booms thudded across the
forest as Grizbile’s pygs opened fire, each aiming to cause the
maximum amount of confusion among the caravan. Grizbile
went through the attack in his head, checking off the mental
list with cool detachment, just as Jarl had taught him: First take
out the drivers and horses of the lead and rear carts to trap the
center carts. Next target officers, leaving the panicked men no
one to turn to for leadership.

this new threat emerged before them. With a duelist’s grace,
the woman brought her elegant blade up in a fencer’s salute
and bade them draw the axes at their belts. She gave them only
a moment before she was upon them, her blade striking like
a steel viper. She passed through the gap between them and
sheathed her blade in a smooth motion as the bodies of the
Khadorans hit the ground in perfect unison.

With confusion taking root among the men, it was up to Granch
and his burrowers to turn the scene into full-blown chaos. On
cue, the earth around the beleaguered Khadorans erupted. The
sound of slug guns thundered through the air as the burrowers
fired into the backs of those who were desperately trying to
mount some sort of defense. Leaderless, beset both in front and
from behind, it was time for the finishing blow.

Grizbile grunted. “You have yet to go up against a true
army. And if you were a bit wiser you’d pray to
Dhunia that the pickings remain easy.”

Grizbile slung his rifle over his back and moved to meet her. He
was soon joined by the dirt-smeared form of Granch, who wore
a grin spread from ear to ear.
“You’d think the mighty Khadoran Empire would offer more of
a challenge to a band of ragtag thieves like us, eh, brother?” He
chuckled and slapped Grizbile hard on the shoulder.

The rebuke did nothing to temper the younger
pyg’s mood; nothing ever did. “A fine ally Jarl
found for us. Ashlynn and her warjacks.”

A howl of vented steam shrieked through the dense woods
and the ground shook as eight tons of tempered steel and
mechanikal aggression burst through the forest. With the force
of a runaway locomotive, the Nomad slammed into the center
cart, shattering timbers and sending it careening into several
unfortunate Khadorans, who were crushed beneath it. The
warjack then turned to level its enormous battle blade against
the few remaining Winter Guard within reach, chopping them
apart in sprays of crimson gore.
One brave Khadoran managed to duck beneath the machine’s
great sweeping blows and brought his own axe to bear in a
powerful overhand blow. The man barely had time to register
a look of horror as his most powerful strike simply glanced off
the warjack’s steel hull before the huge iron construct grabbed
him about the chest with powerful steel fingers and
crushed him to bloody pulp. Faced with this
new threat, the few remaining Khadorans
turned to flee, desperate to escape the
maelstrom of death that had been set
upon them.
With practiced ease, Grizbile reloaded
his rifle and took aim at the back of one
of the fleeing soldiers. The man fell dead
before he even heard the report of the rifle.
As the pyg prepared to fire again, he saw
a lithe figure in full armor step from the
forest to intercept the last two Khadorans, a
weathered purple and white Vanguard flanking
her. The two panicked men skittered to a stop as
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He looked with awe at the hulking Nomad, which had set its
blade down and was now righting the cart it had minutes ago
sent flying like so much kindling. Heavy black smoke poured
from the warjack’s stack, and the whine of steam and pistons
pierced the air as it completed its task.
“Aye, she and her warjacks are certainly valuable. But she
asks for, and takes, a lot for her help—and not just in loot.”
Grizbile spat. He did not like Jarl’s bargain with the woman.
Giving her a larger portion of the supplies they raided was one
thing, but agreeing to support her in her own fight was another
thing entirely. Their people had enough fighting on their hands
already.
He saw Ashlynn begin talking to the trollkin band’s leader,
Hadrin Oathheart, “We had good hunting today.” She flipped
back a tarp on the rear cart to reveal a full load of black coal.
“While I adore my iron brothers, they do have an insatiable
appetite.”
She patted the cowl of her personal Vanguard like a faithful dog,
and it let out a low whistle of steam. Grizbile had never seen her
separated from the ’jack in all the time they’d fought together.
She even insisted on keeping it running beneath the earth in
the tunnel complex they used as a base of operations—one of
several such complexes the trollkin under Jarl had cleared of
Cryxians. While the subterranean area was large enough to
accommodate the light warjack, the thing put off plenty of acrid
smoke even while only idling. Granch and his burrowers had
spent tremendous efforts digging ventilation shafts, being sure
to painstakingly place them in areas where the smoke would be
obscured by the thick growth of the Thornwood.
Grizbile moved up to Hadrin. The big trollkin champion was a
powerful warrior, but he had yet to grasp the skills of a bandit’s
profession. “We need to move quickly. No telling if there are more
Khadorans behind these.” Grizbile could already see his battle
brothers going through the routine of preparing the haul for
transport, but this part of the operation always made him uneasy.
Hadrin looked at him for a moment before nodding and
relaying the message to Ashlynn in Cygnaran. Grizbile was
well regarded by Jarl and had been with the legendary trollkin
bandit when he was still considered an outlaw, so his words
carried extra weight with the champion.
Ashlynn leveled her piercing blue stare at the big trollkin.
“Even if another caravan were to stumble upon us, we have
ample force to deal with them.” Once again, Grizbile found
himself thankful Jarl had insisted he learn basic Cygnaran and
Khadoran early on.
Hadrin turned back to him. “She has a point.”
Grizbile scowled, his mood unchanged. “Maybe, but we
should be the ones doing the surprising. Unlike her warjacks,
our kith are not replaceable.”

Hadrin grunted, and for a moment Grizbile thought the
champion was going to overrule him. Even his high status with
Jarl only went so far. Hadrin was certainly not bound to listen
to anything he said.
Hadrin turned and repeated his desire to move things along
quickly. Grizbile saw the smooth features of Ashlynn’s face
twitch slightly; the pyg imagined she was not used to taking
orders, especially from a trollkin. She nodded at Hadrin,
though, and suddenly her Vanguard’s eyes flared. With a loud
rumble it moved off toward another carts with her close behind.
“I’d be careful about how you talk about her iron brother,”
Granch said, “especially when you only come up to its knee.”
He shoved Grizbile playfully.
“At least her brothers don’t talk so much,” Grizbile said. “Come
on, we’ve got work to do.”

Captain Maxwell Finn strode through the combined Cygnaran
and Khadoran camp. A rough five o’clock shadow covered
his jaw, while mud and forest debris clung to his battle dress
in random patches. He looked less like an officer and more
like some wild grymkin conjured from the darkness of the
Thornwood. His signature mini-slugger was strapped to his
back. Along with his commando kit it represented a load that
even the most fit trencher would have struggled with. Finn
however, moved as if the eighty pounds of gear on his back
weighed nothing at all.
He’d been humping through the damnable forest for nearly
a week, hunting down Cryxian underground holdouts. He
was filthy and probably stunk worse than a dead Thornwood
mauler, but worse than that, he was hungry. Hard biscuits,
moldy cheese, and dried meat that was more akin to leather
than jerky might sustain a soldier physically but starved a
fighting man’s spirits. He looked back at the haggard faces of
the trenchers marching in file behind him. Though they moved
with purpose their eyes were empty. What he and his men
needed was hot chow, and a lot of it. Morrow help the KP who
tried to enforce the food ration on his men today.
As they made their way through the camp, Finn couldn’t help
but marvel at the sight of Khadoran and Cygnaran soldiers
moving about and intermingling with one another. Most of
the mixed groups he saw were officers, and they rarely stayed
together longer than necessary to pass missives from one to
another or discuss whatever logistical matter was at hand. Still,
there was an ease to their communications that had slowly
been growing over the last several weeks, since the failed attack
against the central Cryxian stronghold. At the thought of that
brutal engagement, Finn subconsciously traced his finger over
his latest scar, earned from a close call with some bile thralls. He
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had lost a lot of good men in that fight. And so, he thought with
a lack of satisfaction he would have never thought possible, had
the Khadorans.

“Oh, and Fullet, when you’re done here bring me the biggest
bowl you can, down at HQ. I have a feeling we’re in for another
long hump.”

Following the defeat, both forces had fallen back to regroup
and lick their wounds. Most of the Cygnaran army had moved
south, toward the Dragon’s Tongue River, while the Khadorans
had regrouped in the northern part of the Thornwood, each
army looking to stay close to their respective supply lines. Even
so, there were still plenty of mixed Cygnaran and Khadoran
camps on both sides of the common divide. Finn’s battalion
had been one of several that had gone with the Khadorans
to the north. No matter their feelings for each other, the first
battle against Cryx had put the new alliance through the
wringer. What everyone had thought would be a brief union of
convenience had become a more protracted affair. Now, having
seen the size and scope of the Cryxian menace, no one believed
the fight would be over quickly or easily.

Fullet winked, life already returning to his face at the
prospect of filling his belly with hot grub. “I’ll bring you a
whole kettle, sir.”

As much as he still loathed the Khadorans, he had to admit that
of all the battles and wars he had fought, this one felt the most
right—even though he was fighting alongside a hated enemy.
The fact was they weren’t fighting over borders or ideology or
simply because mankind had an inbred urge that required a
good war now and again.
His musing was broken by the smell of hot stew wafting
through the air. The scent was so heavenly it made his stomach
growl, and he had to swallow the saliva pooling in his mouth.
He was about twenty feet from the mess tent when he heard a
voice shout his name.
“Captain Finn! Captain Finn!”
Finn turned to see a young Cygnaran lieutenant running
toward him, a scrap of paper in his hand. Finn sighed heavily
and with great effort turned away from the mess tent. The
lieutenant nearly ran right into him before awkwardly coming
to attention.
“Captain Finn, I have orders for you to report to the major at
camp HQ immediately.” Without thinking Finn growled, a low
and dangerous sound. He forced his annoyance down when he
saw the aide take a step back. It wasn’t his fault Finn was going
to miss his supper.
Finn turned and barked, “Sergeant Fullet! Front and center!”
With practiced discipline a man broke ranks and snapped to
attention in front of him. “I’ve got to report to Combined HQ.
You, Sergeant, are to ensure the men are given all the hot grub
they want. Far as I’m concerned we’ve got a week’s worth of
meals owed, and don’t let those miserly kitchen officers tell you
any different.”
Fullet’s weary eyes brightened at the order. “Yes, sir!”

A wry smile cracked over Finn’s rough features. He turned
back to the lieutenant and said, “All right, son, lead the way.”

The camp HQ tent was centrally located, having served as a
marker for the layout of the rest of the camp. Even in alliance
with one another, the Cygnaran and Khadoran soldiers kept
a strict border between their living spaces. Given the size of
the combined army, the troops had been divided into several
larger operational hubs overseen by Cygnaran and Khadoran
high commands. Each hub had then been further divided into
camps which housed two or more battalions, many of those
a conglomeration of the two nations’ forces. The division had
reduced the amount of chaos and confusion during the continued
regrouping efforts following the first battle against Cryx.
Finn pushed his way past the heavy canvas flap and strode in.
The center of the tent was filled by a large wooden table covered
by several maps. Various markers represented the current
positions of the armies’ other operational HQs as well as known
or suspected Cryxian lairs. Much to the chagrin of both armies’
high command, the ground beneath the Thornwood seemed
to be riddled with caverns and tunnels, giving the enemy
seemingly endless places to hide.
“Captain, good of you to join us,” said Major Lionel Standish
warmly. “I realize you only just returned from an extended
operation, but I’m afraid our Khadoran allies have just
discovered a new target. One which has been severely
disrupting a vital supply route.” His mustached face held an
apologetic expression.
Standish turned to the group of three Khadoran officers who
stood opposite him. Each was dressed in full military attire.
Finn noticed with some grim humor that their boots were
even polished to an impeccable shine. He recognized two of
the officers: the commander of the camp’s Khadoran battalion,
Kovnik Anya Kardovich, and Lieutenant Vasko Sergi.
Finn had had several dealings with Vasko and had even
conducted a few joint operations with him in the field. While
the man maintained the airs of Khadoran command within the
camp, in battle he was a skilled warrior—and Finn had seen
him put himself in harm’s way to protect the men under his
command. If he knew nothing else of the man, that fact alone
was enough to earn him Finn’s respect. Moreover, unlike the
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case with most Khadoran officers, he and Vasko had always
been straight with each other. If he were going into the hell of
the Thornwood with Khadorans at his back, he’d want one of
them to be Vasko.
Finn did not recognize the third officer. As he looked him over,
he saw the Khadoran taking his measure as well. It was clear
the man did not approve of the filthy southern captain. Finn
was about to dismiss him as just another pompous officer when
he caught sight of the thin trail of smoke wafting from the man’s
back. With some surprise he realized this man was a Khadoran
warcaster, albeit one he had never met on the battlefield.
Major Standish began introductions with a wave of his hand.
“Captain Finn, I believe you already know Kovnik Kardovich
and Lieutenant Sergi.” Finn nodded to each of them. “And
this,” Standish motioned to the Khadoran warcaster, “is Kovnik
Andrei Malakov.” Finn nodded again at the warcaster but
received only a dismissive nod of the head in response.
Kovnik Kardovich began, “As Major Standish stated, over
the last few weeks several of our supply caravans have gone
missing. At first we believed them to be victims of sporadic and
uncoordinated Cryxian assaults. We were prepared for this,
of course.” She fixed Finn with a cold stare as she continued,
“Collateral damage is a simple fact of war.”

“So you want us to solve your problem for you?” Finn growled.
“Unfortunately, Captain, alone even you wouldn’t stand a
chance.” The kovnik’s voice was clinical in its assessment.
“We have intel that this holdout includes significant warjack
support. Therefore you and your men will be attached to
Kovnik Malakov along with Lieutenant Sergi and elements
of his force.” She fixed the trencher captain with a stern stare.
“Make no mistake, this will not be a simple search and destroy.”
Finn stared back, undaunted by the kovnik’s withering gaze.
“We’ll get it done, sir. That’s what trenchers do.”
“See that you do, Captain,” Kovnik Kardovich said. “You are
dismissed.”
Finn chafed at the Khadoran thinking to dismiss him in front
of Standish, his actual commanding officer. He looked to the
major, who shrugged good-naturedly and gave him a slight
nod. Finn brought his hand up in salute and then made his way
out of the tent, a persistent niggling in the back of his mind.
Something didn’t feel right, but he’d be damned if he knew
what it was.

The comment made Finn bristle. It was typical of the
attitudes of the Khadoran elite.
“However, a pattern has emerged that indicates
these strikes are not random but are instead being
executed from a central staging point, here.” She
stabbed a slender, gloved finger at the map in the
center of the table. A scrawled circle marked an
area about twenty miles north of their position.
“We cannot allow this threat to continue to hamper
our supply lines.”
Finn studied the map. “And what of the Cryxians’
disposition? Have our scouts reported back?”
Major Standish glanced uncomfortably toward
Kardovich. “This mission is being carried out under
Khadoran command. They have assured me their
assessment of the situation is accurate.”
Finn scowled, but before he could respond, Vasko
spoke. “The enemy is there, Captain Finn. You can be
certain we understand the threat presented and are
mustering an appropriate response.”
“Which is why you are here,” Kovnik Kardovich cut in.
“Your team has eliminated more Cryxian holdouts than
any other in this camp. Based on our information, this new
hideout represents a significant force.”
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He pushed the thought to the side. There wasn’t anything to
be done about it right now. He trusted in his men to get the job
done, and they trusted in him to bring them home alive. That
was good enough. The rest would work out as it would.
Now where was Fullet with his stew?

A bustle of activity filled the halls of the cavern complex as
trollkin, pygs, and humans went about their work beneath the
Thornwood. Several trollkin were loading some of the band’s
most recent spoils into supply carts destined for Jarl’s main
camp. Grizbile felt some satisfaction that thanks to their efforts
their friends and families would be well supplied. They had
endured much in the last few years, and it was about time they
found a bit of comfort in their war-torn home.
Ashlynn stood close by, talking quietly to a gun mage clad in
deep black with dark purple trim, Fynch di Lamsyn. Fynch was
one of Ashlynn’s most trusted confidants; Grizbile rarely saw
the two apart. The man was amiable enough, and in a recent
skirmish his skill with a magelock had saved the life of Hadrin
Oathheart, earning him close friendship with Hadrin and
several of the trollkin leader’s champions.
Grizbile caught sight of Granch, who smiled and waved him
over. He and several other pygs were playing some game of
chance they had learned from their Llaelese guests. Granch had
even gone so far as to carve his own six-sided cubes from pieces
of stone cut from the cavern wall. While Grizbile couldn’t
understand the appeal of a game in which one lost their
belongings on a regular basis, he strode over anyway. He felt
his mood lighten as he watched his brother win several rounds
of the game, each time whooping in victory as random luck saw
him through.
He was almost starting to enjoy himself, giving in to Granch’s
cajoling and exuberance, when there was a shout from the
cavern entrance and a lone skinner came running in. Grizbile
scowled as he heard the trollkin call for Hadrin, who was in
conversation with Ashlynn and Fynch. Ashlynn’s ever-present
Vanguard towered over the trio, smoke trailing from its stacks.
The skinner gesticulated rapidly as he relayed whatever
information he had to Hadrin and the two humans. Grizbile
didn’t have to hear the words to know it was extremely bad
news. He immediately saw their bodies tense and the Vanguard
begin shifting loudly on its feet, mirroring Ashlynn’s agitation.
After a quick dialogue, Hadrin turned, and his booming voice
filled the cavern.
“We have a significant force of Khadorans approaching our
position. It seems they are looking for their missing caravans.”
He raised his hand to quiet the swelling clamor as the news
settled in. “We’ve planned for this. We only need to hold them

long enough for our remaining stores here to be safely removed.
So let’s get to it.”
Grizbile saw a grin spread across Granch’s face. He knew what
his brother was thinking.
“Listen,” he said as he grabbed his brother hard by the shoulder.
“This isn’t like attacking an unprepared supply caravan. This is
a real fight, so don’t do anything stupid.”
Granch just winked. “Hey, I’ll be careful. You don’t need to
worry about me.” He clasped Grizbile on the shoulder and then
hurried off to gather his burrowers together. Grizbile watched
him go, excitement clearly visible at the chance for a real fight,
and shook his head.
“I always worry about you, little brother,” he muttered under
his breath. He took one last look toward Granch and then unslung his rifle as he hurried to find his own crew.

Captain Maxwell Finn gritted his teeth as he fought against
the shuddering recoil of the mini-slugger in his hands. The
thick-corded muscles in his arms bulged as he kept the heavy
machine gun steady and raked fire across the trollkin lines. The
gun’s heavy caliber bullets slammed into rocks and supply
crates to spray splintered wood and shattered stone just as they
punctured armor and tore into the soft flesh beneath.
Finn cursed again under his breath as a trencher on his left
was struck by a trollkin bullet. The man fell, a gurgled scream
issuing from his mouth as he desperately tried to stem the flow
of blood from his neck where the round had struck. Finn still
had trouble believing it was a band of outlaw trollkin they had
run into. The Khadorans had played Standish and him for fools.
He had felt a constant itch in the back of his mind ever since
they had infiltrated the tunnel complex. In the recent weeks he
had cleared out more Cryxian tunnels than he cared to count,
but this one was almost wholly different, sharing only faint
similarities in construction with the others. Cryxian tunnels
stank of death and decay and were often littered with debris
from the necrotechs’ grisly work. Despite a slight dankness,
however, these tunnels had good ventilation and were far
from the oppressive hell Finn remembered. When they had
discovered signs of life—bedrolls, latrines, and fire pits—he
had known immediately that something was really off.
“Swift Sergeant!” he bellowed in between bursts of his minislugger. Swift Sergeant Landon Codwell raced effortlessly
toward Finn as the rest of his ranger squad laid down covering
fire. Finn’s men were trapped in one of the central caverns of
the tunnel complex. Thankfully, the place was filled with rocky
outcroppings as well as wagons, heavy barrels, and supply
crates, which afforded ample cover.
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“Captain.” The swift sergeant snapped off a quick salute.
A round snapped by Finn’s ear and slammed into a stone wall
to his right, and he swore as several rock shards dug into his
exposed arms. “Sergeant, I need you and you men to find me a
roundabout. These damn trollkin are having a field day with us,
and until Kovnik Malakov gets those blasted ’jacks down here
we’re just going to keep getting hammered.”
The sergeant nodded and slipped away down a dimly lit tunnel,
giving a shrill whistle. As one, the rest of his team melted into
the surrounding terrain, silent as ghosts.

Finn gave a shout and opened up again with his slugger. A
quick review of the situation told him that his men were in
trouble. His ears suddenly picked up the unmistakable sound
of warjacks echoing through the cavern. The problem was that
the sound was coming from in front of him, not behind.
Finn felt a cold dread grip him as he saw the hulking form of two
Nomads emerge from one of the main tunnels beyond, heavy
black smoke pouring from their stacks as they raced behind

Finn unleashed another salvo of slugger fire and moved toward
Sergeant Fullet’s position. Fullet and his men were hunkered
down making good use of the area’s ample cover, snapping off
shots at the trollkin line. While things were going to hell quick,
Finn gave small thanks that so far the only real casualties in this
fight had been his men’s ammunition stores.
“Fullet, report.” Finn barked.
“They’ve got us pinned good, sir. Not sure how long we can stand
this kind of heat. Sergeant Corley and his commandos are
itching to take a chance at closing. He’s pretty sure they
can get in there and slow the fire.”
Finn grunted. “Aye, I’m sure Corley’s boys
could do it, at that. But the last thing we
need is to get in a scrum with trollkin
head-on. Codwell’s finding us another
way in.”
“Sir . . .” Fullet began, then
stopped.
“Out with it, Sergeant,”
Finn said.
“Sir, why the hell are
we in a firefight with
trollkin? I thought we were
hunting Cryx?”
Finn paused for a moment. He had been
wondering the same thing himself, but there would be
time to find out why he had been misinformed by their
Khadoran “allies” later. “Command sent us to find out who
was intercepting the Khadoran supplies and put an end to it.
Trollkin or Cryx doesn’t change that.”
There was a shout across the battle lines, and Finn turned to
see a wave of trollkin warriors charging toward them, pouring
out from around the scattered cover—and worse yet, from the
tunnels that flanked the large central cavern.
“Guess Corley’s boys are going to get a fight after all,”
Fullet said.
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the trollkin charge. Where in the hell had those come from? he
thought to himself. Trollkin don’t have bloody warjacks! It was
the last thing he needed right now.
Finn struggled to calm his racing mind, to focus on the situation.
Years of combat experience kicked in, and he saw the battle
crystallize in front of him. He was about to give the order for his
men to fall back when he saw the line of charging trollkin erupt
in a great flash of explosions as deafening thunder shook the
cavern. He recognized the distinct thumps of bombards behind
him. Malakov had finally decided to arrive—and if the man
wasn’t careful, he was going to bring the whole cavern down
on top of them.

Grizbile watched as the line of charging trollkin warriors
was suddenly awash in flame. He had known the Khadoran
warjacks would inevitably make their presence felt, but it
was another thing entirely to see their destructive potential
unleashed, especially in the tight confines of the cavern.
Dust filled the air and rocks tumbled from the walls as the
explosive shock shook the ground. Their momentum stalled
by the bombardment, the trollkin found themselves under
assault by a whole contingent of Khadorans, mostly Winter
Guard intermingled with the Cygnaran trenchers. The
trollkin had held the upper hand at first, but they were now
hopelessly outnumbered.
As he surveyed the battlefield, Grizbile caught sight of Ashlynn,
her pet Vanguard close to her as she headed toward the center
of the unfolding battle. He knew even she had little hope of
turning the tide of the battle, but she could help slow the assault
and give the trollkin and Llaelese a chance to evacuate their
stolen supplies. Arcane runes glowed around her hand before
moving to coalesce around Hadrin and his champions. Their
speed enhanced, the champions’ movements turned into a blur
of motion as they raced forward to engage the new threat with
the warcaster following close behind.
Grizbile took aim through the scope on his rifle and fired into
the center of a group of Winter Guard that had begun pouring
from behind the Cygnaran lines. When his band had engaged
Cygnaran trenchers instead of the Khadorans the trollkin
skinner had seen, he had been surprised, to say the least. Now
it seemed clear that, chillingly enough, the two forces were
working together.
He snapped off his shot and nodded to himself as he saw his
target fall. Hammering the breach of his rifle open, he looked
back to Ashlynn. With her saber Nemesis in one hand and her
massive hand cannon in the other, the woman was alongside
Hadrin’s champions, engaging a group of Winter Guard.
More arcane runes surrounded her blade, which flashed like

lightning in her hands. Where it struck dead bodies fell. Those
enemies she did not dispatch were brutally scythed down by
the wicked guisarme of her Vanguard. The warjack moved in
perfect concert with its mistress, interposing itself between her
and any threat to her exposed flank, a towering big brother of
steel and steam faithfully guarding its little sister.
Grizbile looked for signs of Granch amid the chaos, but it
seemed he and his burrowers had yet to make their presence
known. As far as Grizbile was concerned, that was for the best.
This battle was not a place his brother needed to be.
A shout went up from one of his fellow bushwhackers, and
Grizbile turned to see the hulking red form of a Khadoran
Destroyer break into view. The great machine let out a howl
of steam before arcane runes surrounded it and it charged the
nearest Nomad with a sudden burst of speed. The mercenary
warjack was slightly faster and brought its Caspian battle
blade down in a sweeping arc that split the Destroyer’s
shoulder plating and cleaved through the enemy warjack’s
cannon arm. But whereas Ashlynn’s attention was divided,
the Khadoran warcaster had poured all his energy into his
warjack’s assault.
The Destroyer brought its axe up in a powerful blow that
connected where the Nomad’s shoulder and torso met. In
a shower of sparks, the Khadoran weapon chopped clean
through the joint, leaving the Nomad’s arm to fall to the
ground, its hand still clutching its battle blade. Its opponent
reeling, the Destroyer unleashed several more attacks, shearing
off armor plating and annihilating delicate internal workings
of the mercenary warjack. With a shriek of twisted metal and
escaping steam, the Nomad collapsed. The Destroyer let out a
howl of victory as steam vented from its faceplate. Just then,
two more of the monstrous machines emerged from behind
the enemy lines, a ramrod straight Khadoran in warcaster
armor casually strolling just behind them.
Gritting his teeth in frustration and trying to push down
his rising panic, Grizbile loaded another round into his rifle
and carefully took aim at the new Khadoran warcaster.
His muscles tensed as he exhaled halfway, feeling perfect
stillness overtake his body for a brief instant. Gently, he
pulled back on the trigger.
The rifle roared and Grizbile saw a shimmering flash
encapsulate the warcaster as the round smashed into
his power field. Several other members of the pyg’s unit
attempted to follow his lead, but the heavy Khadoran
warjacks moved to hide the vulnerable warcaster from
view. As he reloaded, Grizbile heard two distinct thumps
of bombards being fired and the whine of shells sailing
through the air. In that moment, he knew with crystal
clarity where those shells were aimed. He scrambled to get
clear even though he knew it was to late. He had barely
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thrown himself to the ground when his entire reality was
consumed in a wash of fire.

Finn watched as Malakov’s warjacks and Vasko’s Winter
Guard wreaked havoc across the battlefield. The Khadorans’
arrival could have been better timed, but Finn wasn’t going to
complain.
Despite the fury of the Khadoran assault, the center of the
trollkin lines remained firm, breaking the efforts of the
northerners like a rock among waves. The trollkin were falling
back, but far slower than should have been the case given the
numerical advantage of the allied forces. Finn wasn’t sure how,
but the way the fight was unfolding told him the trollkin had
warcaster support.
The captain pushed himself into cover behind a rough
stalagmite and quickly reloaded his mini-slugger with his last
belt of ammunition. Looking out across the line, he saw the
unmistakable form of Vasko dashing through cover toward
him. The Khadoran officer pressed himself hard against the
same stalagmite Finn was using for cover.
“Captain,” Vasko said.

Finn grunted. He was still fuming over the Khadorans’
withholding of information. Ignoring the northern lieutenant,
he called over to Fullet, who was just across from him using an
overturned wagon for cover as he squeezed off shots into the
swirling battle.
“Fullet! Codwell’s team found us a workaround. We’re going to
use it to slip behind these bastards and catch them in some good
old-fashioned crossfire.”
Vasko spoke. “If you don’t mind, Captain, I’ll join you.” He
reloaded his blunderbuss as he spoke, “I’d like to end this fight
as quickly as possible for my men.”
The Cygnaran captain nodded and motioned for Fullet and his
trenchers to prepare to move. Though they were weary, the
thought of going on the offensive with the legendary Maxwell
Finn in the lead had clearly enlivened their spirits. They
moved quickly, staying low in between cover before heading
off through one of the ancillary tunnels connected to the main
cavern.
Finn whispered small thanks for the fact that with the enemy so
heavily engaged there was little chance he and his men would
run into trouble on their way around. He marveled at the skill
of the rangers as they easily navigated the labyrinth of tunnels
and passages they had only recently scouted. In minutes the
group emerged from a tunnel that exited behind the trollkin’s
main line. With a series of quick hand signals Finn positioned
his men in the perfect enfilade position.
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He scanned the field. Preparing to give the order to fire, he
caught sight of someone he hadn’t seen since the Llaelese
War. There, holding the center of the trollkin’s fighting
retreat against Khadorans, stood Ashlynn d’Elyse, Nemesis
flashing like a thing possessed in her hand. Like a burst
dam, memories flooded Finn’s mind of the good men and
women, Llaelese and Cygnaran both, who had fought and
died next to him in that war. If he gave the order, Ashlynn
would join that list.
“Sir?” Fullet asked, his face etched with concern. “Your orders?”
Vasko looked at them. “Eliminate the enemy warcaster!
Quickly, while we have the advantage.”
Finn scowled. He took another look at Ashlynn, braving hell to
give her allies time to escape. How many times had the woman
been in the same situation over the years? How many brave
Cygnarans had her actions saved in the various shared battles
of the Llaelese War?
“Captain Finn, give the order to fire!” Vasko shouted. He turned
to the trenchers. “FIRE!” he bellowed. But none of them moved.
Bugger the Khadorans. He wasn’t about to do their dirty
work for them. As far as Finn was concerned he had agreed
to fight Cryxians with them, and it didn’t seem there were any
Cryxians here. Llael had been an ally to Cygnar for centuries;
the Khadorans, for just weeks.
“Lieutenant, don’t you dare presume to give orders to my
men!” Finn growled. He turned to Fullet. “Hold your fire.”
“You can’t be serious! That woman is an enemy of the Khadoran
Empire and engaged with your own forces!” Vasko was livid,
but Finn was done being the Khadorans’ errand boy for today.
Seeing that Finn would not be swayed, Vasko grabbed a
rifle from the nearest trencher and took aim at Ashlynn’s
unguarded back. Before he could squeeze the trigger, Finn
spun him round with a rough hand and slugged him square
in the face. Fullet gaped at his superior with equal parts
shock and awe.
“That’s for disobeying orders, Lieutenant.” Finn said as the
Khadoran crashed to the ground.
Finn winced as he shook his hand and looked at his trenchers.
“Save your ammo for the undead. This fight is already won.”
They watched as the battle came to a head. Ashlynn and her
remaining two warjacks held the line against the encroaching
Khadorans as the remaining trollkin and Llaelese escaped
out of one of the main tunnels, dragging what wounded they
could with them as Khadoran blunderbuss fire and trencher
rifle fire harried them. When her allies had made it out of the
cavern, she withdrew. Malakov sent one of his Destroyers
forward toward the tunnel, but before the warjack could make
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its pursuit, there was a rumble like thunder and the opening
collapsed in a heap of rock and debris. For a brief moment an
eerie silence overtook the cavern.
Finn surveyed the aftermath of the battle. Corpses of trollkin,
Cygnarans, and Khadorans lay scattered about the cavern.
Some might have said it was the wrong attitude, but Finn was
happy to see that the number of Khadoran dead far exceeded
the Cygnaran losses. They may have united in the face of a
common foe, greater than either side could hope to face alone,
but it was clear to him that old ways never would change.
Whether a week from now or a year, the alliance would wither
and die once the threat was defeated. It might have been too
much to bear for a thinking man. Thankfully, Finn was a
fighting man.
He caught sight of the Khadoran warcaster Malakov stalking
toward him, his fury palpable. Fullet took a step nearer his
captain before Finn waved him back.

Grizbile awoke to see a blurred figure over him. He felt sick,
and his legs were oddly numb, but most disturbing of all was
that he had the strange sensation of moving. He fought to
clear his head and was overcome with the need to retch. By
the time he was done, he swore he hadn’t eaten that much in
a week. He realized he was being carried on a stretcher above
the ground.
His head still swimming, he heard the unmistakable voice
of Granch. “Easy, big brother. You took quite a hit.” The
words were flat, almost hollow, with none of his brother’s
normal exuberance.
“What happened?” he rasped, his throat dry.
Granch looked down at him, a numb expression in his eyes.
“We lost.”

Malakov jabbed a gauntleted finger into Finn’s chest when
he approached. “Explain to me why I shouldn’t execute you
right now! You not only assaulted a Khadoran officer, you let a
known and dangerous criminal escape!”

Grizbile’s mind churned. “What about . . . supplies?”

Finn didn’t even blink. “I’m not here to do your dirty work,
Kovnik. Our alliance is against Cryx and Cryx alone. And I’m
the officer in charge of my men—not you, and certainly not
Lieutenant Vasko.” He smacked Malakov’s hand away. The
Khadoran glared at him, but he seemed at a loss for words.
Finn continued, steel in his voice. “If you ever put my men
in danger for your motherland’s agenda again, there will be a
reckoning.” His eyes still locked on Malakov’s, Finn barked to
Fullet, “Sergeant, ready the men to move out.”

Grizbile took a moment to let the information sink in, then
forced as much cheer as he had ever mustered into his voice as
he reached weakly up to pat the other trollkin’s side. “But we . . .
survived . . . right?”

“Thanks to Ashlynn, we got most of them out in time.” A pained
look crossed the younger pyg’s face. “Can’t say the same for our
battle brothers, though.”

He saw Granch’s eyes flicker down his prone form, and then
Granch snapped his head up, fixing his gaze on the road.
“Yeah, big brother. We survived.”

“Yes, sir,” Fullet responded immediately. He looked
uncomfortably at the seething Malakov and added, “What
about the Khadorans?”
“They know the way back.” Finn turned his back on the
warcaster, dismissing his presence outright. “Besides, those
damn warjacks move too slow, and I have a date with a whole
pot of stew.”
“Yes sir!” Fullet saluted and moved off to begin issuing orders
to the men.
Finn took one last look across the field. They’d have to recover
their dead, but he’d get all his boys home if he had to carry
them himself.
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